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ONE: First of all, thanks for taking the time to speak with us today. I’ve 
done my diligence- besides listening to you for a long time- reading all 
your interviews and stuff like that. Man, you guys get asked some pretty 
standard questions. 
DM: (Laughter) Sorry… I’m with you. I’m just getting some food.

With the new album, I know it’s the first time you’ve ever been a cohesive 
unit going in to record, which had to be different/challenging. I also read 
that your wife gave it her seal of approval, which meant a lot to you. Are 
you still feeling it?
I haven’t really listened to it in awhile, but I was pretty happy when we 
sequenced it and mastered it. But you know, when you work on something 
for a long time you really can’t help but get burnt out and start to question 
everything you ever did.

Oh, most definitely. Would you say there are some different themes you 
deal with on this album?
Not really, that’s all kind of not here or there for us. Mostly it’s about 
music- the words are just another instrument, sort of an as long as they’re 
not bad type of a thing. We don’t have any lyrical message or anything; 
it’s about music

So as far as the music, when it comes to writing a song- to performing 
a song- when you go on tonight and play, is there one track you’ll be 
particularly satisfied playing?
For me personally, it’s you know, um… it just comes and goes. You just get 
into the groove, and then sometimes you lose it. Playing different songs 
each night, you’ll have trouble with a song for a few nights, then you nail 
it. So it’s always a challenge to perform it correctly.

So you basically said all performances are satisfactory. Who do you look 
to for inspiration? People make the comparison to Crazy Horse, and Neil 
Young.
I think the press is real… you know, when they find something they pigeon 
hole it.

Absolutely. Oh yeah, they’re dying to label things- their job is to pigeon 
hole things. 
I would suspect that anyone who makes that comparison is just being 
lazy. 
Once it’s an expectation I think the mind always wants to go with the 
flow.
Built to Spill’s comparison to those guys is totally overused. I wouldn’t 
agree with it. 

What are your favorite tracks you've recorded?
To me there are a lot of different criteria for deciding what’s best. I don’t 
know what I like most about anything.

One of my favorite songs is “Carry the Zero.” No matter what’s going on in 
your life, it just totally fits, to like any circumstance. 
It was from the first few records when the line ups were changing.

I think we talked about 9/11, and how you played in Cleveland. I’m 
disappointed I missed the show. I had tickets. 
Yeah, on THE 9/11. We woke up in Detroit. People were, like, evacuating 
Detoit. We got the hell out of there. 

I read somewhere that people are attributing more political themes to the 
new record.
Yeah, sure.

Anything you want to say about that? What were you trying to get 
across?
Well like we said, the band is not a vehicle for lyrical purpose by any 
means, but when you’re writing lyrics you- well I try to avoid writing bad 
things, but politics is such a big part of life that it’s impossible not to 
address it in the songs to some degree. 

What’s the most political reference on the record, and can you explain the 
context?
There’s not really one particular song or moment, but every song kind 
of has a couple little political things. Like the first song, “Going Against 
Your Mind.” The last verse is, “If you’re not sure who not to believe, who 
has better reasons to deceive?” It’s just about right wingers, you know, 
pundits- people who aren’t even paying attention to the issues, just having 
a point of view, spending all their time figuring out how to trick people 
into going along with them. Conventional wisdom… people who believe 
the mainstream media, or conventional wisdom. Like, “America believes 
in democracy,” that’s conventional wisdom, but its not even true… or so 
it seems.

As much as it’s a simple message, hopefully its one people notice…
I assume we’re preaching to the choir. Most BTS fans are pretty enlightened… 
politically.

What’s up after You In Reverse?
When we were in Portland we remixed one of the tracks from that album, 
and after recording six songs in LA we’re going to record the same six 
songs in Chicago in August, then also again in Austin when were out there 
in October. Record them and see which versions come out coolest. We 
thought it would be cool to work on something while traveling, trying to 
stay focused. 

Sounds interesting, but I know you’ve got stuff to do, so we’ll let you 
go. It’s been a real pleasure. Hopefully we’ll get to see you guys again 
somewhere, another time, another town. Best of luck. 
Thanks a lot. 

SOUND CHECK: built to spill / an interview with lead singer doug martsch
by justin eisinger  /  photography by ryan schude
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MI: I’ve always wanted to learn to rollerblade, because I like hockey, but 
I’ve never learned to skate.

ONE: Well let me tell you, I could probably help you out with that- getting 
some product donated from manufacturers, who I’m sure would be happy 
to give you some gear- but it’s like the most accessible sport in the world. 
That’s why it blew up so much in the 90s, because everyone could just go 
down to the beach and try it. Our discipline takes it to some new areas…
But I’ve listened to you guys since the mid-90s, when the Transmissions 
album came out. I read about it in Rolling Stone and thought it sounded 
cool. I also got hooked on the previous album- I know you’ve been a part 
of the band since the beginning- and that makes me wonder, how do you 
be in a project for 20 years and keep yourselves interested? What keeps 
it going on?
I think after awhile… we can’t actually do anything else, is the short answer. 
I mean, we really do love it. And I think because we have been doing it for 
so long it… it sort of lends itself to…

It sort of becomes a lifestyle that morphed into a career?
Of course, that’s what it starts out as. You want to get into this thing “rock 
n roll” and meet girls and do drugs… and well, of course, I mean I didn’t 
take it to the levels of some people. I was never really that good at it. It 
never really suited me. I never became a road dog- that’s what we call guys 
who really get into that way of life.

I think I’ve heard of that before… but tell me, what was it like in Oklahoma 
City when you guys were a young, upstart rock outfit?
When we first started out, I think a lot of fortuitous things were happening 
and sort of going our way as we decided to actually form a band. Punk 
Rock and New Wave had sort of hit in the late 70s and by the time 81ish, 82 
had come around it had morphed in with punk and the whole skateboard 
culture… even that being fledgling. I mean I have to admit, when I was a kid 
I had a skateboard, but I never did the pipe or tube thing. 

Probably had a brightly colored board…
Yup, I did. This was old school, like 70s old school. I used to surf here 
in the late 70s. I grew up in Hawaii too, and even that [surfing] is a big 
commitment. After awhile I just went body surfing and stuff. I had a 
skateboard though- and always sort of liked shorter surf boards- and it 
was polyurethane, with polyurethane wheels, and the whole thing could 
flex and kick back. I dunno, me, just sort of being a loner-esque guy by 
nature, I never really got too close to any other guys skating.

That’s funny you say that, because so many people in action sports pride 
themselves on being individuals. I mean that has obviously changed over 
time… where now it is so prevalent. 
Well even back when I skated, if you were gonna go break into someone’s 
yard to skate their pool you didn’t often do it alone. 

Yeah, not really…
Not a good idea anyway…

Is that sort of how it works with setting off on a musical project too; it’s 
easier with some accomplices?
I mean me and Wayne, we’ve known eachother 25 years, and me and 
Steven for like 16… there’s a lifeline, a whole history of loving music… 
what we’re doing, and ideas. I think one of the big things contributing to 
longevity is sort of the subjugation of ego. When you first start off in a 
band, there’s this whole thing of, “Hey, turn MY microphone up!” But then 
you sort of turn into being about what’s best for the band.

Speaking of which, I just recently read about all the lineup changes in 
the band over the years. How does that impact the creative climate and 
process?
I think the personnel changes always happen before the creative changes. 
I don’t think it was ever like we’re going in this weird direction, because 
even in the early stages of Zaireeka or The Soft Bulletin we would look at 
eachother and just know that we were really into it. But hey, what can 
you do? Those things happen, but in some ways it lets us move into new 
territory. 

Shifting gears a little bit… but on some cultural or sort of American-
themed issues, what’s the Flaming Lips – or your- feelings about the 
United States? I know you guys tour an awful lot – internationally – and 
thought you might have a unique perspective on that.
I think it’s true that, especially now, people who aren’t from here don’t 
have anything against people like you and me, personally. But I think 
we’re certainly losing a lot of prestige as a political entity… as a force 
of good in the world. I can say we might have been seen like that in 
the 60s or 70s – the Iranian mess not withstanding- but even up to the 
90s people saw us as a model, but I think this administration is doing 
the best job it possibly can to hurt America… or America in the world. I 
think – me personally- and maybe us in the band even, we shouldn’t look 
at nationality and dogmas or ideologies as a thing… we’re all people. 
We all eat basically the same sorts of food, and when you go over and 
experience life as a German, or an Italian, or an English person, you start 
to see that people wake up in the morning, they go to work, they study… 
its all the same. But I think ideas, especially in the Middle East – and 
not to pick on them – but just as an example, the way they treat their 
women, or their religious ideas, they’re just bad. And here too, in the U.S. 
there are a lot of bad ideas going on too. When we say we’re At War With 
The Mystics we’re not only having fun with the psychedelic unicorns and 
warlocks idea, but even that there are mystics in our midst who have bad 
ideas, and are trying to control people. 

As a Christian society, we seem so quick to forget the Golden Rule.
Exactly. Think about two things so many Americans grow up with, the 
ideas of Santa Claus and Jesus. Two strikingly similar characters if you 
think about it, that live up there, somewhere… always watching you, and 
holding out rewards for if you’re a good person or not- one being presents 
every December 25th, the other being eternal life or grace somewhere. 
And I always have two tests; there’s the idea of the land paved with gold 
or milk and honey… and I can imagine places that would be much more 
wicked to spend eternity. But here’s the test, you’re going to have to go 
up to heaven when you die and praise God for eternity. Let’s start the 
watch right now. How about start praising God and let’s go. Don’t stop! 
Are you board yet?

Ha! Praise… praise… praise. 
You probably don’t have eyelids, ‘cause you don’t need them, so you don’t 
get to sleep… you just get to praise God, forever. And then there are the 
people who use church in some sort of social aspect. I know personally of 

SOUND CHECK: flaming lips / an interview with michael ivins 
by justin eisinger  /  photography by ryan schude
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tidbits /

Sneakers are hot all of a sudden. Surf through the usual skating 
message boards and you’ll likely find a topic that has to do with 
sneakers, like who’s buying what, and where. Often, there will 
be pictures of these shoes proudly posted, a visual testimony to 
their allure. Let’s face it, if you’re not skating, you probably want a 
nice pair of sneaks to rock. And if you’re into exclusive sneakers, 
I’m sure you want to know what’s hot. What will be the next big 
purchase for you, and why should you care about it?

Well, if you’re anything like me, the Air Jordan V is your answer. I’m 
not talking about the new all 3M and “green bean” green colorway, 
I’m talking original white/emerald/grape. I’m talking Will Smith and 
Uncle Phil. I’m talking 1990.

Why this shoe? Besides your typical great cushioning and comfort, 
you get a throwback to the heyday of sneakers and the beginning 
of this “sneaker culture” that everyone is now trying to be a part of. 
This is it where it started kids- the first shoe with a clear sole, the 
first shoe to flaunt 3M reflective material, and one of the first shoes 
to flash crazy colors. It may seem tame today next to your SB’s with 
bamboo blue, or neon orange and patent leather, but back in the 
day this shoe turned heads and made your teacher ask you about 
them (happened to me). Throw in the greatest basketball player 
ever, and you have a shoe that gets my attention long before any 
new dunk or Air Force ever will.

Where do you cop a hot pair like these? They’re available at Urban 
Jordan Brand accounts nationwide, and on all of your favorite 
reseller sites in limited quantities. Trust me, you don’t want to miss 
this shoe. PEACE.

kicks / air jordan v  

by mike rios

Hi, my name’s Mike and I’m a social retard. I’ve been like this for as 
long as I can remember. In most social situations I do not shine, so 
when it comes to picking up girls I tend to be a wallflower. Luckily 
though I have Myspace now, which seems to be helping, but no 
website will ever cure my malady. What I need is help, a coach if 
you will, or wait… all I need is Neil Strauss. Neil is a writer, who as 
far as I know interviews rock stars for Rolling Stone, and wrote a 
book on being a Pick Up Artist.

"The Game" is a non-fiction book that takes place over a two 
year period where Neil transforms himself from a social retard (like 
myself ), to one of the best PUAs (pick up artists) in the world. 
Throughout his journey Neil meets a few PUA gurus and studies 
their actions and methods, eventually becoming a guru himself. 
The book is very insightful, as it follows the PUA community (I 
never knew one existed) and many of its main players. There is also 
discussion of workshops they put together and experiments they’ll 
try to pick up women.

For example, if you see a “two-set” (two girls standing together) 
you go up and talk to the one you’re not interested in, and when 
the other butts in you give her a back handed compliment or a 
“neg” as they call it, such as “Wow, does your friend always need 
so much attention?” This, according to Neil, is one of the best 
ways to make girls fall madly in lust with you. See, you’re learning 
already, but don’t get overly cocky because it’s not always that 
easy. If you want to be a successful PUA there are many more 
strategies you need to know, and this book will share them all. I 
know it’s helped me; I’ve been practicing my “negs” as often as I 
can. They do seem to work, and usually stir up a good time, but my 
biggest problem is closing, so baby steps… baby steps.

What I really liked about this book was that 1) it’s based off true 
events, 2) Courtney Love is in it a fair bit and she’s nuts, and 3) in 
the end, the lessons learned are not all about picking up women. 
To find out more you’re just gonna have to read it. It goes fast so 
take notes so you can start “sarging” now!

books / the game  
by mike opalek

movies / punk: attitude  

a film by Don Letts

Watch this DVD, “Punk: Attitude” because it deals entirely with the 
idea of influence, labels and perceptions – and particularly how 
they create trends in the masses. The music is fucking great, the 
interviews are actually interesting and the message is so right-on-
the-money for our current state of affairs as a community that you 
simply have to see it.  

P.S. We also read about it in Vice if that makes you feel better.

web /
thisisponyattack.com
argyleacademy.com
thebloodbrothers.com
landoverbaptist.org
goldenfiddle.com

   
tv / the colbert report
on comedy central 

Somehow Stephen Colbert takes the 
"rules" of journalism and turns them 
into unbelievably true humor. Is it 
always accurate? More often than not, 
and that is what makes this purveyor of 
"truthiness" so damned entertaining. 

PRESS PLAY: just for kicks / a new documentary on sneaker culture
by justin eisinger / collection of cory casey

“I’ve been around the world and I see that Harlem influences America, and the rest 
of the world is influenced by America, so that means really the rest of the world 
is influenced by America being influenced by Harlem… which means Harlem is the 
biggest influence on the planet.” – Damon Dash from “Just For Kicks.”

When MC Rev Run (born Joseph Simmons) stared into a camcorder and pronounced 
“Gimme a million dollars!” in 1986 while filming a video pitching an endorsement 
deal to Adidas, it seems unclear if he actually expected anyone to listen. Regardless, 
it was a spot-on representation of the RUN – D.M.C. credo, often summarized as 
“they were gonna dress on stage like they would in the streets.” 

As it turns out, Adidas’ LA office was listening (and had been since earlier in the 
decade when the three bad brothers’ image had already single-handedly saved the 
Shell Toe from a quick trip to shoe heaven), and decided to bank on the tremendously 
successful “My Adidas” track (then number ten on the black charts “with a bullet”), 
as well as a special NYC concert attended by Adidas execs in which some 10,000 
Shell Toe Superstars were waved overhead by the crowd. That million dollars bought 
RUN – D.M.C. unparalleled commercial success which the group used to become 
genre-breaking crossover mega-stars, and ultimately sparked the sneaker culture 
boom. Ironically, it was detractors and critics dissing the group’s “stick up kid” street 
style, a hybrid of Queens’ hoodlum and ex-con learned-necessity, which inspired our 
Hollis-based trio to pen the lyrics to the culture-defining “My Adidas” as an anthem 
against conformity. Upon further inspection, you can clearly see the genius.

Although the Addidas/RUN – D.M.C. deal was the start of the commercial sneaker 
revolution, like most of NYC’s most notable trends, the roots of sneaker culture came 
from a mix of necessity and niche cultural styles. The demand for rare Puma, Nike 
and Addidas sneakers by graffiti artists and b-boys – a must for any self-respecting 
street kid with hopes of earning juice – led pioneering sneakerheads to underground 
shops, looking for that extra-fresh pair of kicks nobody else had. Before long the 
importance of properly “poppin’” footwear in NYC was off the charts, and it seemed 
like the rest of the world had caught up to the full-blown thugs who had been 
tending the soles of their Shell Toes with tooth brushes and bleach since long before 
every rap artist signed a deal with a shoe company. 

And just think; Michael Jordan hadn’t even made the scene. When Nike teamed up 
with the then NBA rookie Jordan, trading in their mediocre share of the sporting 
goods market in hopes of a sales blockbuster, the Air Force One propelled the 
industry to even more stratospheric heights. America’s collective imagination seemed 
to be captured by one man’s quest to dominate his sport, much as one New York 
rap trio had dominated global pop culture. It seemed as though the sneakers’ 
competitive sporting roots had carried over into its new community, bringing with it 
a sense of self-accomplishment and confidence – dressed down for the gritty reality 
of the streets. A new uniform of cool had been thoroughly cemented. 

Fast forward almost twenty years and the shoe industry has done nothing but refine 
itself and perfect its business. Unlike so many other cultural phenomenons, this 
trend-turned-lifestlye has continued to gain momentum, simultaneously creating new 
business models for corporate America in the area of exploiting niche markets. Nike 
alone is proof of the value of knowing your customers. As the best selling sneaker 
of all time, the Nike Dunk is a true champion considering that no corporate Nike 
marketing dollars have ever been spent to promote them. It’s almost scary how 
powerfully persuasive their marketing has become since the boardroom learned to 
trust the buying power of the streets. It’s something Roc-a-fella co-founder Damon 
Dash touches on near the end of “Just For Kicks,” “I’ve been around the world 
and I see that Harlem influences America, and the rest of the world is influenced 
by America, so that means really the rest of the world is influenced by America 
being influenced by Harlem… which means Harlem is the biggest influence on the 
planet.”

As lofty as it sounds, Dash may be right. Thanks to the power of marketing, the 
street-bred styles of New York have gained mainstream legitimacy, becoming a 
culture that spans economic lines, ethnic borders and musical boundaries. In fact, 
think about this: Nike took the most basic, jock-themed, underwhelming product in 
the sporting kingdom and turned it into an object of desire for everyone from rock 
stars to janitors, action sports stars to multi-platinum rappers.
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BETTER THAN BASEBALL
by justin eisinger / photography by chris wedmanblade dvd / 

We don’t really know Joey McGarry, or Todd McInerny, but we have a 
feeling if we asked them about their video "Better Than Baseball," 
we’d get some premeditated spiel, delivered in alternating waves 
of insane honesty and tongue-in-cheek sarcasm. Ultimately we’re 
not sure it would do them any good, so instead we just watched 
the video and drew our own damn conclusions. Behold, "Better 
Than Baseball."

There is no doubt that this video will be controversial, but to 
exactly what ends is difficult to imagine. It will take flak for the 
skating, that is an absolute. Although the skating is by no means 
bad, and in many cases innovative, these guys skate like they 
stared at reruns of Pee Wee’s Playhouse too long after eating a bowl 
of Lucky Charms laced with LSD. Personally, we love it, but if 
interacting with so many of you over these years has taught us 
anything, it’s that what we like personally is rarely unilaterally 
embraced by the majority. Don’t worry, we don’t let it get us down, 
and we really hope the Sol Crew guys don’t take any of the shit 
people may try to say too seriously either. 

But we don’t really think that’s going to be a problem, since the 
main theme of the project seems to be the documentation of 
three friends growing up on rollerblades. And that is something 
every skater can relate to- the sheer fun of blading with your crew. 
Watching this video makes it painfully obvious that the hyper-
sensitive and artificial seriousness that blading veiled itself with 
for so long is in some way responsible for our current stalemate. 
Funny that it takes the fourth video from an obscure crew to 
remind us all that the ability to laugh at ourselves is destined to 
be our saving grace. Which is exactly why "Better Than Baseball" 
is going to be a success, because it has a universal appeal 
tucked smartly away in it’s hair-brained antics and musical score. 
Infectious is a word that comes to mind. 

All assumptions aside, we’re not done making asses out of 
ourselves just yet. Don’t forget, this isn’t your run-of-the-mill 
bullshit American video, this is a Made in Canada production. 
Besides rubbing maple sugar and coffee creamer all over the face 
of skating conventions, "Better Than Baseball" is sure to bring 
the often misinterpreted Canadian scene some much-needed 
but possibly confused attention. Which by our count is a great 
triumph, not only for three friends from the middle of nowhere, 
but also for all of us whack-job dreamers out here trying to made 
some headway in a life that makes almost no sense at all.

betterthanbaseball@hotmail.com
www.kinrolco.com
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WINDY CITY RIOT
photos & text by john haynescontest  / 

Now the play-by-play: at the sign-up spot a high jump contest broke out 
with Lucas Bauman jumping 58” three times but failing to roll away. Then 
PJ Pienciak rolled up and cleared it, earning himself a cool $20. Everyone 
was cheesed, so a flat-land competition broke out; the best trick between all 
the competitors was also given $20. I had never seen anything like this at a 
comp, and I have to say it was really fun to see everyone toe spinning and 
Tokyo Drifting all over. Rory Melehan won that event because he’s sweet at 
that kind of stuff.  

The next spot was a photographer’s wet dream, a spot the locals call “Tony 
Hawk,” because there are literally rails everywhere- rails coming off of 
buildings, rails going straight up, rails going straight down… just a crap-ton 
of rails. Steve Lerner and Jeff Dalnas royaled up this big rail and Matthias St. 
John was getting pretty close to doing an alley-oop pornstar up it. The Heat 
showed up shortly, and since many people were ridin’ dirty we left quickly 
to make our way to the classic Bicentennial Rail. There, a lot of people did 
grinds, causing even more passer-bys to stop and watch, their faces twisted 
with amazement. From there we went to some buck-wild kinked rail in Lower-
Whacker. This rail is underground, and I am pretty sure it’s underground 
because it’s a savage beast not fit for day light. Steve Lerner did 360 soul, 
PJ did alley-oop porn stall to soul down the kink, and Jeff Dalnas laced a 
kind grind.  

After we all had the black lung from being underground, we went to a square 
down-rail next to a bike rack that could be moved around. Everyone was 
getting rowdy with Mike (Boston) doing fastslide to true spin top acid and 
Anthony Esquavel throwing a 360 over the grass next to the stairs. Eventually, 
the bike rack found its way to the top of the rail giving Nick Uhas a chance 
to top soul 360 top soul transfer the combo just as the Heat showed up. That 
was the end of the first day of competition in the rollerblading sense, but the 
competition also went to the bar where some chump tried to start crap with 
Juan Herrera and got pretty beat up by a lot of rollerbladers. Meanwhile, by 
Lake Michigan, Dan Knapmiller was running around naked, looking for a way 
to get into the lake (he never found one), while I got primal. Chicago knows 
how to throw a comp, but also how to party.

Sunday came way too quickly, with little rest for the weary. Rain threatened 
to complicate things, but it cleared up at the first spot, which was a cool 
down-ledge.  Brian Bruno got nasty on that while Steve Lerner and Nick Uhas 
did the high out-rail before the ledge; Steve doing royale 630 off and Nick 
doing a huge top soul to mute 180 over the high-side of the ledge. This kid 
Nick has good timing because he did this trick just as the Heat was showing 
up, again.  

The next stop was a mellow down-rail with a bad run-up and landing. Everyone 
went ape. Brian Bruno’s style kept making me clap, Nick Uhas was relentless 
with tricks like negative top acid to true miszou, and Steve Lerner did gap to 
topside everything over the board that had been placed at the beginning to 
compensate for the bad run-up. Then we headed to the infamous Ex-Girlfriend 
gap/gap to rail. Kruise Sapstien got hawt right away doing gap to front farv to 
transfer true top soyale, then the Heat showed up just in time to watch Brian 
Bruno do his gap to back farv transfer back farv. 

Now deep in the competition, we went to a sensationally large double kink. 
Fat, high and steep was this rail’s poison. Unfazed, the competitors attacked 
it with top souls. Steve Lerner backsided it (insane), and did top acid to 
back royale. Lucas Bauman did sweatstance, but the trick of the day was 
Jeff Dalnas’s true miszou. Once that rail had gotten enough abuse, we went 
across the street to a down-rail/down-ledge where Jeff Dalnas once again 
showed us what was up with a 540 kind grind on the rail. By this point the 
competitors had busted out at nine spots, the comp was ended, and ballots 
were distributed. These were intended to be filled out on the way to Glen 
Ellyn Skatepark where Matthias was flowing like wine with spinning transfers, 
and people were doing some sweet Tokyo Drifts everywhere. 

A few years ago the IMYTA took place and set the tone of street competitions 
for the rest of time. Competitors skate three spots which get progressively 
harder, and are eliminated based on their inability to perform as well as 
others on those obstacles. That is how every street comp I have been to has 
gone, and so I assumed it would be more of the same as I headed to Chicago 
for the Windy City Riot. 

Keeping that predictable routine in mind, I have developed a street competition 
photographic technique which works like this: I don’t usually shoot much at 
the first spot, then I shoot something pretty sweet at spot two, and finally 
I get the money trick at the end. But as I came to learn, the circumstances 
were different this time. The Chicago guys had been holding fund-raisers for 
months to earn money for the cash purse. Who was I to know that there 
would be money awarded throughout the comp for cool tricks landed, or that 
there were no rounds, no heats, and no judges?

At Windy City Riot the crowd was the judge, the comp spanned two days, 
and covered about ten spots over the two days. Some spots were crazy and 
new, some were classic and chill, and there was no progressive order of how 
the spots were arranged (the spots didn’t necessarily get crazier/harder). This 
was great because there was no pressure of impressing judges or unfair 
judging; places were determined by ballots cast by each skater in attendance, 
including those competing. Basically, the rules were that there were no rules, 
anything could be skated at any spot by any competitor, and they could be 
rewarded for it.  How sweet is that?  (It’s really sweet).

trophy's are official 

jeff dalnas wins

results:

1st place: Jeff Dalnas
2nd place: Nick Uhas
3rd place: Steve Lerner
4th place: Eddie Dombrowski
5th place: (tie) Kruise Sapstein and Brian Bruno

Best Trick: Jeff Dalnas
Runner up: Nick Uhas

Best Style: Jeff Dalnas
Runner up: Kruise Sapstein

Worst Fall: Keyone Sellers
Runner up: Nick Uhas

Most Innovative: Mike Dempsey
Runner up: Eddie Dombrowski

Gnarliest: Nick Uhas
Runner up: Keyone Sellers

Biggest Baby: (tie) Steve Lerner and Brian Bruno
Runner up: Paul John Piencak

Way Cool: Eddie Dombrowski
Runner up: Steve Lerner

Skater Who Should’ve Skated But Didn’t: (tie) Nolan 
Wojokowski, Rory Melehan and Dallas Kilpatrick

Scariest to Watch: Keyone Sellers
Runner up: Dave Depew

Friend We Love: Eddie Dombrowski

A huge thanks everyone who put product down for this event, Fast4ward, 
Rollin Chicago, Valo, SixWonSix, Daily Bread, Lake Owen Skate Camp, 
Grind Gear, Vicious, Jug, Razors, Ground Control, eRolling, 4x4, Remz, Night 
Hardware, Rat Tail, and Rollerblade.  And also to Collin Martin for organizing 
it and letting us stay on his mexican ghetto floor.  

jeff dalnas {540 kindgrind}
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alley-oop topside acid {photo by driver}
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ONE magaziNE hOlds JEff stOckwEll iN high rEgards. wE thiNk hE is a Natural bOrN gENius ON rOllErbladEs. JEff is alsO a Natural 
bOrN smartass, a dEtail wE thiNk adds tO his cOlOrful aNd iNtriguiNg pErsONa; if hE’s NOt thiNkiNg abOut music, skatiNg Or pickiNg 
up ON chicks, JEff is lOOkiNg fOr laughs aNd ExcitEmENt. iN that way hE’s a lOt likE yOu aNd mE, uNtil hE puts ON thOsE skatEs aNd 
pErfOrms a stylE Of mOvEmENt NEarly iNdEscribablE. wE wish all rOllErbladiNg lOOkEd as amaziNg as JEff’s, sO wE cOmpilEd tOgEthEr 
thEsE wOrds aNd picturEs tO sharE his talENt with thE wOrld. ENJOy.  - JE

(The following conversation was recorded August 17th, 2006 at 7:45 p.m.)

ONE: Where are you moving?
JS: To San Diego.

Who are you going to live with?
Jan Welch, Dustin Elliott and Mr. Shima.

Mr. Shima is gonna live in the house with Jan?
Yeah, he’s already moved in.

I didn’t even hear about that. 
He’s been in there for a couple days. That’s mostly the reason I’m 
going down… to hang out with Brian. 

When is this happening?
I’m moving in at the end of the month.

Cool. I hear the Heat team is headed down this weekend.
Oh, yeah, we’re coming that way to tear San Diego up, if you know 
what I mean. 

(They never showed up)

(Sarcastically) I don’t know what you mean.
(Laughing) But I actually can’t really rollerblade right now ‘cause my 
ankle got messed up in Japan. 

Really? Yeah, Japan, I wanted to ask you about that. How what is?
It was lots of, you know, Japanese people…

(Sarcastically) No way.
Ha, ha… and I don’t know, it was crazy. Crazy architecture, big 
buildings…

Who took you to Japan?
Well, Mike Choley’s dad works for an airline, so Jeremy Stephenson 
called me up and asked me if I wanted to go. And I was like, “Yeah,” 
so he bought the ticket. We went out there like three weeks later.

So Jeremy bought your ticket, which means Be-Mag bought your 
ticket? That’s cool.
Yes, it was a Be-Mag tour. 

I was gonna ask who specifically bought your ticket… if it was a 
Heat thing, or a Xsjado thing, that’s cool…
It was a Be-Mag tour but it sucked ‘cause I only got a couple pics; 
sprained my ankle like five days into it. 

I’m sure there was nothing else to do in Japan to entertain 
yourselves.
We just ate a lot of sushi and drank a lot.

Did you go to some karaoke rooms?
We didn’t do that, but I really wanted to do it. I saw people doing 
it in the big Times Square part of Japan. We could see these girls up 
on the like fifth floor signing karaoke.

Ha! I wanted this interview to be less about your skating career, but 
more like a snapshot into what’s going on in your life right now. I 
want a little slice into your daily life, instead of this thing about you 
as a whole. So what said, when did you get back from Japan? 
I don’t know exactly. 

Let's go on general…
Three weeks ago. 

What have you been doing since you got back?
Been playing guitar ‘cause I can’t skate. Actually, since I came home 
I did a huge road trip… can’t believe I forgot!

Yeah, geez man.  
We went on a huge road trip from San Diego to Denver, and hung 
out there at Sayer’s mom’s house and did the Colorado Road Trip. 

Oh shit, it already happened? I was actually going to try to go this 
year, because I have money now and stuff.
(Laughing) But it was really cool- me, Jess D., Marcus and Carl drove 
out there. We just, like, it was cool ‘cause we had no agenda. After 
we did the Colorado Road Trip we went to Salt Lake City for a night 
and hung out with Tory, and then went to San Francisco and saw all 
of our girlfriends, who were there at the time.

You’re making me feel old ‘cause you’re talking about driving these 
thousands of miles like I talk about driving across town to get a 
hamburger.
It was intense. We drove like 3000 miles. 

That’s hefty. It’s a good time of year though to be driving across the 
high plains.
We did a lot of camping… real men time.

Men in tight pants having fun. 
In the wilderness! It was sick.

You’ve been playing guitar a lot, you excited about the new Rat Tail 
warehouse and that Brian has a music room where he can practice 
all the time now?
What, I didn’t even know that existed.

Yeah, I get the updates, and I hear that yesterday he installed the 
locks on the doors after painting and cleaning it out. I hear its pretty 
badass.
I can’t wait to see it. I’m sure I’ll be spending lots of time there, you 
know, ‘cause I’ll be down there.

I think it’s cool you guys are gonna be down here. I’m excited about 
it.
Yeah I’m very excited. It’s gonna be my first time moving away from 
home.

Oh no… ha. You can’t skate at all right now though…
I can’t even grind. If I do a backside it hurts.

How are things going with Xsjado? What’s up with them?
Xsjado was recently sold from Salomon to Powerslide.

Whoa, Powerslide bought it?
They did. So it's going good. I mean it could be really good because 
were gonna design a new skate. I think, I don’t know if it’s in 2007 
or 2008, but we get to design the new mold and fix all the things 
Salomon wasn’t gonna let us fix. They weren’t gonna pour more 
money into something they didn’t really care about. 

I heard rumor of that, but someone in this household didn’t tell 
me. Can you explain the structure of that?  Does that change the 
management at all?
Who do you mean?

Well, does that mean Matthias is your boss now and not Shane?
I don’t really know. I know that Shane’s still heavily involved in it, but 
I don’t really know who my boss is. I’m in the process of finding a job, 
so I gotta find a new boss, if you know what I mean?

So you mean a real job or a skate job? Well that’s…
Good, or so I hear. 

Well you’re not gonna keep it, ‘cause you’re gonna want to go skate 
somewhere far way that makes it impossible to stay employed. And 
you should. There are some people out there that want to do that, 
and we got to tell them it's time to get a job and stay home. But you, 
you should be out there doing that. You need to skate. 
Yeah, but I don’t make enough money…

I know it sucks. I’m just now getting used to having some finances. 
That’s what I’m thinking.
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frontside full torque {photo by schude}

So you don’t know your boss…
I think it’s Shane. But Shane was always my boss, even though I guess 
Jean Marc was at the time, but I never talked to Jean Marc.

Well that’s what’s cool, Matthias is way more connected to what’s 
going on. 
People have said he’s really involved, that he knows about rollerblading, 
so it’s going to be a million times better for the company. It gives us 
more insight and stuff, less limitations.

Powerslide is definitely gonna have rollerblading’s back harder than 
Salomon, even though they were such a shining star for so long. Is 
the Heat video done yet?
It’s being wrapped up right now, last minute filming with Micah, and 
Tory’s getting some more tricks. 

Who’s got the best section?

It’s the best video I’ve seen in a long time. I mean, people always say 
that about the stuff they’re involved in but… (Laughing) It reminds 
me of when the first Mindgame video came out… it had that huge 
impact you know?

I’m going to make sure people are expecting a secret Aaron Feinberg 
section.
Yeah, you know “The Heat Team Video” spells out Aaron Feinberg. 
(Laughing!) You know what I mean?

I didn’t even think about that. I’m gonna have to figure out what that 
does spell.
Well you’re the writer.

Ha, there’s websites that do that sort of thing for you.
Ah, but yeah it looks amazing. Carl has done a great job editing. It 
has a really cool feel.

gap to true savannah  {photo by driver}

Did you get interviewed by anybody yet for the Barely 
Dead documentary?
Yeah, Doug interviewed me…

Wait, that’s a stupid question. I think I watched yours. I 
know I saw Carl’s ‘cause he looked like a pedophile… with 
his sunglasses and moustache, he looked like a guy from 
The Village People. 
It keeps getting worse. I don’t know what he’s doing lately. 
He’s got puffy hair, moustache, wears a bandana a lot. 

He’s just, like, watching a lot of 70’s movies and livin’ it.
But the Heat thing is gonna be amazing. Hopefully that 
videos gonna turn peoples’ heads about rollerblading, 
from an outside perspective

That’s what I’ve been thinking about. I understand Carl 
gets Doug’s camera tomorrow?
He does. 

Too bad you can’t skate.
Yeah. 

Stupid douchey ankle. Jeff, what’s the best, craziest 
experience that’s happened to you lately? Some lurid 
exploit maybe?  I don’t care if its skating related or not.
I don’t know… I just don’t know.

Any after-hours crazy shit?
I’m trying to think and I can’t even do that…

You must be living the right lifestyle man! What’s the last 
show you saw?
This local band in San Clemente, this band called The 
Shys. They’re kids I went to high school with, kind of like 
you and The Black Keys. 

Okay, right.
Like, I’d never seen her before, and I thought they’d 
sound like The Hives, but they put on the best show. But 
otherwise, I go to this blues bar every Thursday night. 

Best thing I’ve seen recently was Radiohead at Bayside 
San Diego. 
No way.

Rolled up on some tickets. I’m not even a Radiohead 
fan…
I’m the same way.

But the show was so good.
Are you gonna go see The Black Keys?

I forget when it is. I was probably just gonna call ‘em the 
day of the show. You know, try to get on the list. 
It’s like September 19th. I’m going to both, Los Angeles 
and San Diego. They’ve got a CD coming out on the 12th. 

Maybe I do need to go to the BK show. Sounds like a great 
web story, “Night out at the Black Keys show.” Look at 
this Jeff, you haven’t even moved to town yet and you’re 
helping us come up with ideas. 
Ha. With the new CD coming out it’s probably gonna be a 
great show. I’m still trying to think about that question you 
asked me. I can’t really thing of anything. My life has been 
kind of weird lately. 

Still hitting up the Paul Frank sales with Sayer?
No not so much… Sayer’s been doing his own thing- working 
a lot, and he can’t skate cause his ACL and meniscus. He 
tore it for the second time, bowling. 

Bowling?!
Yeah, he was, like, bowling, and I guess he had surgery 
three months prior, and he slipped… 

That’s a real shame. 
So he has to get surgery again, and do the whole thing 
over. It’s just ridiculous.

He has a photo in this issue, he’s happy about it. 
Which one?

I think it’s top soul to that like abstract kick 180 out thing 
he does. You know how he does ‘em.
Hell yeah.

It’s actually on our website, if you’re ever at a computer hit 
up www.believeinone.com.
Believe in one? (Writing it down) My computer got 

destroyed coming back from tour, it totally got stepped on 
or something, but I’ll check it out. 

Listen Jeff, we’ve done twenty minutes, and we don’t really 
need to go much further. 
Okay, is this all gonna be in there?

Probably.
Ok.

Well thanks for talking to us man, and I hope to see you 
this weekend.
Yeah we’ll be around, and we’ll definitely be seeing more 
of eachother. 

Sick, and maybe we can trick you into skating this 
weekend?
Ha, for sure. Later.

wallride to fakie {photo by dyrenforth}


